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Modeling

What is a 

model?

Encyclopedia Brittanica on Scientific modeling: 

the generation of a physical, conceptual, or mathematical 

representation of a real phenomenon that is difficult to 

observe directly. 

Mathematical model 

scripted as code in a 

computer tool 

Berkeley Madonna

Pharmacokinetic 

Simulation Profile based 

on data and developed 

model

Can we keep 

this simple?

As simple as possible, but not simpler
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Modeling in drug discovery and development

• Examples from discovery:

o prediction of genotoxicity

o Adherence to Lipinski Rule of 5  

(bioavailability)

• Early development

o Optimizing properties (form and 

formulation)

o Human dose prediction

• Late development

o Predicting drug-drug/ drug-food 

interactions

o Extrapolating/Predicting effects of 

organ (e.g. renal and hepatic) 

impairment, age (e.g. pediatric and 

geriatric)

• Post marketing

o Comparing cost effectivity

o Support extension of label based on 

existing data

o Use of Real World Evidence

Safe and effective

Few 
tested in 
human

100’s tested 
preclinically

1000’s 
compounds 
screened

De-risk

Optimize 

probability 

of success

Prioritize 

investments

Impact
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Potential impact

Devoid of genotoxic 
alerts

Able to dock in 
target

Likely absorbed

Impact: 

In scope for 

synthesis:

compounds are 

selected

Learn

Predict

Confirm

WHITE PAPER Good Practices in Model-Informed Drug Discovery and Development: Practice, Application, and Documentation

EFPIA MID3 Workgroup. CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. (2016) 5, 93–122;
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Types of Modeling

• Top-down:

o Population Pharmacokinetic (PK) modeling to describe PK 

and find significant covariates

o PK-pharmacodynamics modeling describing the link 

between plasma concentration and effects (beneficial or 

adverse)

o Comparator modeling: extrapolating concentration-effect 

relations between compounds sharing a target

• Bottom-up

o Quantitative Systems Pharmacology: mechanistic model of 

interactions between (cellular) components (e.g. PBPK)

o QSAR: predicting toxicity based on shared functional groups 

in a series 

o Molecular modeling, predicting properties such as water 

solubility, lipophilicity, dissociation constants, oral 

bioavailability, protein binding from chemical structure

kA

k12

k21

CL/V1

V1

(Systemic)
V2

(Peripheral)

Input
k0

F1
V1*k12 = 

V2*k21 = Q

Try this for an example 

http://www.swissadme.ch/index.php

http://www.swissadme.ch/index.php
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Physiologically Based PharmacoKinetic models (PBPK)

Characteristics:

• Dynamic: interplaying variables change over time

• “Bottom-up”: predicts PK from drug- and population characteristics

• Body described as multi-compartment model:

- anatomical, physiological, physical, chemical features of tissues 

(compartments)

- Each compartment has its enzyme expression, 

Lipophilicity, Blood flow rate, Tissue Volume

- relations between compartments described

• Where needed special features of tissues

are described:

- Gastric emptying time

- Intestinal flow

- May simulate (special) populations

Use:

• Effects of Age, Illnesses

• Drug effect predictions

• Drug interaction predictions and study design

Notes:

• Models can be custom built or off the shelf

• Models can include pharmacodynamic responses

• A wealth of physiological data captured in “virtual populations”  (e.g. Simcyp)
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Multi-compartment model – custom built example from literature

Chen and all, Int J 

Nanomedicine, 10(1) 2015
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Generic mathematical models: don’t know what’s beneath the hood

need to
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Input for generic models: Compound Characteristics

Chemical properties

• Molecular weight

• Log of the octanol/water partition coefficient (Po:w)

• compound type (acid/base/neutral) and associated pKa values

• Presence of quaternary nitrogen

Biochemical properties (input or predicted)

• Passive permeability in CaCo2 cells

• Plasma protein binding

• Blood plasma ratio

Drug-system interaction properties

• Affinity for metabolizing enzymes (Km, Vmax)

• Non-enzymatic clearance (such as renal and transporters)

• Formation of inhibitory metabolites

• Induction or (time-dependent) inhibition constants
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Built-In features of generic models: Populations in Simcyp

Simcyp is a so-called Population-based Simulator

• Range of populations is included with their relevant characteristics

• Users can adapt these to their needs (sex (%), age range, BMI, % poor metabolizers, ...)

• Virtual patients are “drawn” from the population and their individual PK is simulated

Predefined populations include for example:

Age Healthy volunteers Patients Animal

Adult Caucasian Diabetes Rat

Pediatric

(e.g. neonates, adolescent)

African Obese Dog

Geriatric Chinese Cirrhosis Monkey

Japanese Renally impaired

Oncology
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Generating a model and validating with data

Decide to work 
with OBSERVED 
or PREDICTED 

pharmacokinetics

Enter the relevant 
observed or in-

vitro data

Perform sensitivity 
analyses on 

predicted 
parameters

Validate prediction 
against available 

data

For PBPK simulations a lot of input data is needed

Measured data not always available but reliable predictions can be made based on 

structure and other measured data (e.g. permeability from in vitro used to predict 

absorption.)

Missing parameters can be estimated from available data using algorithms

During development predictions are replaced by observed data and confidence grows

• Having a model that describes clearance accurately allows prediction of 

• drug interactions (less trials needed)

• organ impairment effect (e.g. safer design of impairment study)

• age effect (trials may be avoided)

• reformulation effect (e.g. slow release)
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Evaluating PK effects of reformulation in adults, children and adolescents

Background

• New formulation is needed for children

• Use simulation to replace bioequivalent study in 

paediatrics

• Use of extrapolation

Impact:  

• Avoid unnecessary pediatric trial  (cost and time)

• Regulatory impact

Predicted mean plasma quetiapine 

concentration–time profiles after the 

last of five daily doses of the 300mg 

XR formulation (A) and 150mg b.i.d. 

IR formulation (B) in adults, children 

and adolescents.

Johnson et al Biopharmaceutics & Drug 

Disposition Volume 35, Issue 6, pages 341–352, 

September 2014
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Limitations

• Precision of predictions 

o Data quality (variability, suitable incubation conditions,…)

o type of data used as input (CaCo2 vs transfected cell lines)

• Extrapolations supported

o Relevant parameters not always present in default files.

o Uncertainty on relative importance of clearance pathways 

• Best practice: comparison of predicted versus observed data

5 mg MK-4305 IV Infusion: Simulated Using 

Full PBPK Model
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20 mg MK-6096 P.O. Dose: Simulated 

Using Full PBPK Model with Vdss = 0.74
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25 mg MK-1064 P.O. Dose: Simulated Using Full 

PBPK Model with Vdss = 1.2 L/Kg
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Focus on bioavailability

Although pharmacology studies the 

beneficial effects of intentional 

administration and toxicology the harmful 

effects of accidental exposure the two 

fields share a simple principle

… to have an effect, a substance must 

enter the body

Reflected in measurable  concentrations 

in the circulation
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Predicting bioavailability

• Predicting bioavailability from chemical properties is complex as it is governed 

by dissolution, net absorption and metabolism, GI transit time, bile secretion, pH

• Each of these are hard to predict by themselves
o Liver has special vascularization: arterial and portal vein input

Michiel Jansz van Mierevelt – Anatomy lesson of Dr. Willem van der Meer, 1617

o Tablet disintegration>Dissolution>Absorption>Net transport>first pass metabolism
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• Poor if any predictive value for any single 

compound or species

• Only in vitro data and modeling can help

Musther et al., Eur J Pharm Sci 57, 2014

Species to species extrapolation based on in vivo data

Volume of distribution and Clearance

• Reliable correlation with occasional 

exceptions.

• Animal data are highly useful

Berry et al., Drug Metab. Disp. 

2011, 39 (11) 2103-2116

Bioavailability
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Advanced absorption models

Jamei, et al., AAPS Journal, 11, 2 ( 2009)

Depending on complexity of simulation objectives, 

Absorption can be estimated simply based on single 

rate constant (e.g. for use with solutions) up to 

models accounting for all known processes 

influencing absorption (e.g. when pH sensitive 

coating is used).
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Summary

Take home message

• Data quality and comprehensiveness 

determine range of its applications and 

confidence in predictions

• Models are built in sequential predict-

learn/confirm cycles validating against 

available data

• Good models are fit-for-purpose to 

address key questions. Their level of 

complexity is tailored to the objectives

• Models impact research at various 

levels by:

o Aiding in hypothesis generation

o Supporting informed decisions in 

study designs (e.g. dose 

selection)

o Avoiding animal and clinical 

studies (e.g. pediatric trials)

o Saving cost and development time

Promise of PBPK

• Helps designing better experiments

• Can estimate missing parameters 

based on available data

• End to end framework capturing all 

quantitative relations between ADME 

properties and effects

• PBPK has shown its merits inside 

pharma and outside



Backups
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CERTARA TODAY

• Divisions: 

o CSC (includes IDD, Software, Analytica Laser and BaseCase) 

o Synchrogenix

o Simcyp

20
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PBPK Software tools

Tool Company Usage model Note

Simcyp Certara Consortium membership 

(CROs excluded)

Access through 

consultancy

Gastroplus SimulationsPlus Paid License Access through 

consultancy

PK-Sim Bayer Open Source

…and many 

others

… simplified or custom built models can be constructed for specific needs
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Further reading

• Certara University 
o https://www.certarauniversity.com/learn

• Professor Malcolm Rowland interview: 
o https://www.certara.com/2016/02/23/inside-the-mind-of-pharmacometrics-pioneer-professor-

malcolm-rowland-2/?ap%5B0%5D=PBPK

• Roche Tutorials on YouTube

o PKPD modeling

https://www.certarauniversity.com/learn
https://www.certara.com/2016/02/23/inside-the-mind-of-pharmacometrics-pioneer-professor-malcolm-rowland-2/?ap[0]=PBPK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxvJHXVIV4E

